
NEWSPAPER BUSINESS PLAN IN INDIA

Business model is fairly simple. You make money on the advertisements. A newspaper costs hardly more than rs 5 so
you can't expect that to.

Start small and let customer and advertiser demand grow your newspaper. Use the name of the person who
referred you. Gathering content and writing the stories takes time. The operation becomes much more
demanding at that point, and we recommend you only go to a more frequent distribution if you have the
infrastructure to support itâ€”and your readership is demanding it. As a proportion of the whole, advertisers
have spent roughly the same amount of money in buying airtime. Once you know the purpose of your
newspaper and what need you will be filling, you can get started. Know how much you should charge for each
ad. Advertising in a newspaper is inherently accepted by everyone over any other type of print media. If you
sell more ads than you need and feel you are running out of room, just add pages to your publications. The
GroupM report identifies video advertisements as an area of growth in the coming year, as bandwidth
improves and smartphones become cheaper. This is great for name recognition or individuals who want to
support our ministries but do not own a business to promote of their own. The price difference between
printing 10, and 20, newspapers, though, makes it more difficult to raise the needed funds by selling ads
within the same eight pages. Newspapers are inculcating the reading habit in more people than ever before.
Sales Techniques by Evans Carmichael Back To Top Finding Content for Your Newspaper Gathering the
content and news will most likely be your biggest challenge, even more challenging than selling the ads. Your
strengths. How much content do you have? You can also create free versions of your paper and then place it in
some stores or tactical areas. Ads give your paper a more newspaper feel and look. Khatri and his team say
they have been meeting with politicians from state governments and leaders from the national party for two
years. Here are some ideas of where to gather content: From community contributors! But even if you sell
only half that number, you can still make a decent part time income. No doubt, for this reason, accumulation it
part of business news portals. An erosion in subscription revenue induced by an attrition to digital could also
hurt the margins of newspapers. The challenge for newspapers will be to retain their audience, as readers move
towards consuming news on their mobile devices. Business Today: It is one of the oldest business magazines
in India from India today group. He saw the election of the Hindu nationalist leader and his right-of-center
party as not just a political windfall, but also an economic one. But with the increased space a newspaper
providesâ€”in comparison to a newsletterâ€”the newspaper can become an invaluable arm of information. The
evidence of this is already visible. Business sites provide you with the most up-to-date news of India and all
around the world. It will still be relevant. However, the outlook is not entirely gloomy. You must also have
that kind of drive and passion and make sure that you are really decided to start one. Know the demographics.
How large is your town or city? So, it is good from the content reporting point of you for readers. Choose your
name based on your niche. Still, here is how you could start: Approach everyone you currently know is a
business owner and all those you currently do business with. Recurring social issues. The number of
journalists depends on the needs of your newspaper. If you sell ads in your newspaper, you must weigh how
much room you can allot for ads and the potential revenue from those ads against the number of copies of the
newspapers that you intend to print for each issue. There are many different issues, programs, causes, and
problems, products, and services you could write about. It is a win-win situation! You can read this newspaper
online and offline mode. If your town is large, should you choose a zone, or distribute citywide? They can deal
with addictions, abuse of all kinds, and other types of success stories.


